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IntroPeople Involved

Alex Mitov Liam MooreJay Howarth Marcel Vos Pieter David Andrea 
Giammanco

ATLAS THEORY CMS

• ATLAS Contributors think something can be reasonably done in 
time for summer (perhaps later than June for something complete). 

• CMS contributors have very tight time constraints, not clear if 
anything can be done but staying in the loop. 

• THEORY contributors have time to assist with EFT models and 
interpretations.
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IntroTopics
SPIN CORRELATION: • Can be measured in fully 

reconstructed or lab-frame only 
observables. 

• Measured inclusively by ATLAS and 
CMS extensively in Run1. HL-LHC 
should be differential. 

• Principal limitations are stats (in 
differential) and signal modelling.

CHARGE ASYMMETRY: 
• Also measured in either ttbar or in 

lab-frame leptons. 

• Severely statistics-hungry 
measurement. 

➡  Only arises in higher orders of 

qqbar. 

• Ideal candidate for HL-LHC studies! 
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IntroSpin Correlation

• Here is an example of the 
kind of plot we would like to 
produce.  

• Spin correlation, in this case 
using cos(𝛉)cos(𝛉), as a 

function of m(ttbar).
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IntroSpin Correlation

• How differential can we go? 

➡  How many bins? 

➡  Expected resolution? 

➡  vs. m(tt̅), exploring other 
second differential options,
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IntroSpin Correlation

• Are there other observables to 

explore? 

➡  Will investigate “traditional” 
spin correlation observables. 

➡  Will also look into expanding 
interpretation of lab-frame 

observables.
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IntroSpin Correlation

• What kind of constraints can 
we expect on EFT operators? 
(e.g. Chromo-magnetic 

moment operator). 

• Differential vs. m(tt̅) offers 
best EFT interpretation.

CG = 0.5

CG = 0.2

CG = 0

*dummy EFT curves
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IntroCharge Asymmetry

M. Perelló Roselló, M. Vos
• Previous studies performed by 

Marcel et al. projecting charge 

asymmetry sensitivity for LHC 
Run2. 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.07542.pdf
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IntroCharge Asymmetry

M. Perelló Roselló, M. Vos
• Previous studies performed by 

Marcel et al. projecting charge 

asymmetry sensitivity for LHC 
Run2.  

• Plan is to also look 
differentially: 

➡  High boosts and rapidities 

give more sensitivity to the 
qqbar initial state.
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IntroCharge Asymmetry

M. Perelló Roselló, M. Vos
• Previous studies performed by 

Marcel et al. projecting charge 

asymmetry sensitivity for LHC 
Run2.  

• Plan is to also look 
differentially: 

➡  High boosts and rapidities 

give more sensitivity to the 
qqbar initial state. 

• Differential will also help to 
project constraints on EFT 4-
fermion operators.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.07542.pdf
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IntroPractical Points

• Team is established and most members are available to produce results 
on the required timescale. 

• Several key projections are proposed: 

➡  Differential spin correlation sensitivity vs. m(tt̅) in three orthogonal 
spin quantisation axes. 

➡  Projections of sensitivity to charge asymmetry of HL-LHC both 
inclusively and differentially. 

➡  Projection of sensitivities of EFT operators using differential spin 
and charge asymmetry results (synergy possible here if differential 
cross-sections are planning on EFT fits?) 

• Key component will be how to scale signal modelling uncertainties 
(likely will try to provide expected sensitivities using current, 

conservative improvement, and optimistic improvement scenarios).


